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Small Block Chevy Engines for Sale Now Shipped Same Day at
RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com

Small block Chevy engines for sale are now shipped out on the same day as ordered from the
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com/chevy-chevrolet/chevy-small-block-engine
website. This new company shipment policy is now in effect for the Chevrolet V8 small block
series that includes motors in the GM and GMC lineup sent to customers in the U.S. and
Canada.

Hartford, Connecticut (PRWEB) January 20, 2013 -- The V8 engine is one of the most famous motors created
by the General Motors company in the 1950s. The long block editions were not as fuel efficient and could not
be used in smaller vehicles. The http://remanufacturedenginesforsale.com website is now shipping its small
block Chevy engines for sale out on the same day as ordered.

This policy is now used to prevent shipment delays or routing issues that can be common in the secondary
market engine industry. All buyers of these engines receive discounted freight pricing to go with these
shipments.

The V8 blocks that have been used since the 1980s remain in use by GM. Although different vehicles have used
these motors, some of the newer technologies like Vortec and other editions are now preferred. The GM
Performance Series crate engines use the smaller block with aluminum heads.

Both pickup trucks and SUVs that have used the 5.3 and 5.7 V8 editions have used the smaller block size. The
Chevrolet engines that are now shipping online are in addition to the remaining inventory in stock from other
manufacturers.

Price quotations are part of the secondary market due to the variance in final selling price among retailers. The
traditional methods of receiving company pricing included telephone requests and offline processing to deliver
a price. New upgrades have taken place at the RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com company that have
revolutionized the quote process. The integration of a website quote system is one way that is now available for
customers to receive updated engine pricing online. This new system is linked with the complete warehouse
inventory and is updated daily.

The 3-year warranty program that was announced in the fall of last year has remained in effect. The new
program provides unlimited mileage protection with each motor sold. This 36-month time period is one that
covers the mechanical labor and parts failure if these issues happen.

The Jeep series for its V6 and V8 motors was first to receive the warranty and the same coverage is now in
place for the entire company lineup. The news announcement for the launch of this warranty program can be
found online at http://www.prweb.com/releases/remanufactured-jeep/engines-for-sale-
warranty/prweb9975291.htm.

About Remanufactured Engines for Sale Co.

The Remanufactured Engines for Sale Co. is a one-stop resource for the general public and the trade industry.
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This company began its online selling in 2009 and has invested into new technologies and innovations to
improve quality with each build. A staff of engine mechanics work specifically for this company to rebuild
some of the most famous motors in automotive history. The Remanufactured Engines for Sale Co. distributes
its Ford, Chevy, GMC, Dodge, Chrysler, Plymouth, Toyota and additional motors for below MSRP pricing.
These efforts combined with same day shipments have helped to reach a new network of loyal customers.
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Contact Information
Jake Durden
Remanufactured Engines for Sale
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com
1-877-630-3873

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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